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Displays the contents of the Forefront Threat Management Gateway cache. CacheDirectoryLocation : Specifies the location of the cache. You can specify a local path. CacheDirectoryName: Specifies a name for the cache. This is the name that you use to configure the cache. CacheDirectoryPath: Specifies the path to
the folder in which the cache is stored. CacheDirectoryPassword: Specifies the password used to encrypt the cache. CacheDirectoryCreate: Specifies the creation date of the cache. CacheDirectoryExpires: Specifies the date on which the cache is eligible to expire. CacheDirectoryMinutesOld: Specifies the number of

minutes until the cache expires. This value is not used by Forefront TMG. Create Digital Template: Allows you to create a digital template that is used when a Web page is automatically cached in Forefront TMG. Delete Digital Template: Allows you to delete a digital template. New User Template: Allows you to create
a new digital template that is used when a Web page is automatically cached in Forefront TMG. New Process Template: Allows you to create a new digital template that is used when a Web page is automatically cached in Forefront TMG. Process Template Creation: Allows you to create a new digital template that is

used when a Web page is automatically cached in Forefront TMG. This type of template is only available when you enable the Forefront TMG Host Communication Protection feature in the Forefront Threat Management Gateway Central Administration. User Template Creation: Allows you to create a new digital
template that is used when a Web page is automatically cached in Forefront TMG. This type of template is only available when you enable the Forefront TMG Host Communication Protection feature in the Forefront Threat Management Gateway Central Administration. Reset Cache: Allows you to clear the cache.

Refresh Cache: Allows you to refresh the cache. View Cache Directory Tool for Forefront TMG: Allows you to view the contents of the Forefront Threat Management Gateway cache. Update Digital Template: Allows you to update a digital template. User Template Enumeration: Allows you to enumerate the Forefront
TMG cache user templates. View Feature Settings To view the features, settings, and options for your Forefront Threat Management Gateway Central Administration environment, access the Feature Settings page on the Settings section of the Administration tab. To
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- Displays Web pages that have been stored in the cache. - Lists the content of the cache, including Web pages and objects. - You can set certain items as obsolete, which will stop them from being served from the cache. - You can run the tool to create a file that lists the contents of the cache at a particular time. The
creation time is shown in the content description. - You can update the file created by running the tool. CacheDir.exe for Forefront TMG version 4 Through my review of the Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway I came across the following. Forefront TMG HTTP Module for IIS 7 is the first in a series of

Forefront TMG modules for IIS 7. This module allows you to configure Forefront TMG as a server role in IIS 7. Running the Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway Service, Security Center, and Control Panel as a System Service in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2 can improve performance
and can prevent a number of potential problems. Recently on my blog I posted about the Scanner Service for Windows 7 and 8 being updated to be the Universal Scanner, and I wanted to share some additional details about this version of the service. As announced by SANS on May 7th, the Universal Scanner is now
available as a free, open source solution. The new Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway Service is one of the hottest technologies that have emerged in the last 5 years. From MSDN Magazine’s Online Press Kit we now have a FAQ from the Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway Service team on

the Road to V5. This week at Deploy360 I talked with Scott Reichenbach, Program Manager in the Forefront Security Team. One of the hot topics was the fact that the Microsoft Forefront b7e8fdf5c8
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* Get directory contents only when the cache is changed or not up to date. * Get directory contents when the cache is refreshed after you change the cache or before you change the cache. * This download will run in the browser. * Get directory contents by right-clicking and selecting Download Selected. * View the
directory contents either by opening the file or right-clicking the file and selecting Open File. * Select when to check for the cache updates using the Schedule box located above the Download Selected box. * Select the Start File Without Compression check box if you have an older version of Internet Explorer where
you cannot open a file that is compressed. * If the link is not working, change the ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol property in your web.config to match the protocol that the link is using. * The directory will only show you the cache content that was generated from the webpages. * View the cache history by
clicking the View Cache History button in the Toolbar. * To get a listing of the files from any previous install of the program on your computer, click the Check for Updates button. * Click the Image button to display an image of the contents of the directory listing. * Click the Image button to display the contents of a
directory listing in a new browser window. * To get a listing of the files from any previous install of the program on your computer, click the Check for Updates button. * To get a listing of the files from any previous install of the program on your computer, click the Request Updates button. Using the CacheDir.exe
utility to mark files as obsolete in the Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway cache can be a valuable management tool. Files that you use infrequently can be deleted from the cache, which will allow the page to load much faster and the usage of the hard disk drive to be reduced. The following table shows
the properties that are displayed for each Web page stored in the cache. Get Cache Directory Tool for Forefront TMG and try it for yourself to see what it can actually do for you! Cache Directory Tool for Forefront TMG Description: * Get directory contents only when the cache is changed or not up to date. * Get
directory contents when the cache is refreshed after you change the cache or before you change the cache. * This download will run in the browser. * Get directory contents by right-clicking and selecting Download Selected.
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You can run CacheDir.exe to verify which Web pages and artifacts are stored in the cache. If you launch CacheDir.exe when the cache is not running, then the tool starts a new cache and starts it running. This tool will run the cache and display how many items and how much space are stored in it. The size of the
cache plays an important role in how well your Web site performs. If your Web site uses a large amount of space in cache, then the Web site can run slower. You can run the tool to view the current contents of the cache directory. The tool will display the Web pages that are stored in the cache. These Web pages are
not removed from the cache if you update them. When you first run CacheDir.exe, it will ask you whether you want to create a file that shows the contents of the cache. The file is called CacheDir.txt and it lists the current contents of the cache. It will store the file in the cache directory and display the Web pages
that are stored in the cache directory. When the cache is first created, the cache directory has no files in it and the tool displays a message that says the directory is empty. The tool will begin saving items into the cache as soon as the cache is started. To view the file that the cache directory tool has created, you
must run CacheDir.exe from the C:\Troubleshooting\CacheDir.exe directory. To see the other values that the tool displays when it is running, run the tool from the C:\Troubleshooting\CacheDir.exe directory. When you run CacheDir.exe from the C:\Troubleshooting\CacheDir.exe directory, it will display the following
information about the cache: Current Status Web Pages in cache: Total Web Pages Bytes in cache: Bytes in the entire cache directory Total Items Total Size of items Total Size of items in cache directory You will see the total number of Web pages stored in the cache and how much space is used in the cache
directory. If the cache size is filled up, then the cache will not store any more Web pages. If there is no room left in the cache, then the Web pages will be removed from cache after a certain amount of time. When the cache is running, you can see which Web pages that are stored in the cache. Run CacheDir.exe from
the C:\Troubleshooting\Cache
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 or later; Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 or faster; Memory: 2 GB RAM; Graphics: 32 MB of RAM dedicated to the graphics card. Recommended: OS: Windows Vista SP2 or later; Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 2.8 GHz or AMD Phenom X3 E9550 2.93 GHz;
Memory: 4 GB RAM; Graphics: 64 MB of RAM
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